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Abstract

Confident that the machinery executing JavaScript works
correctly, we use it day in and day out. A closer look at the
correctness of JavaScript virtual machines shows that this
confidence is unwarranted. Through abuse of implementation errors, attackers hijack victim devices through arbitrary
code execution. Recently, Google’s Project Zero published a
complete series on so-called łJITSploitationž [18ś20].
This should not come as a surprise, particularly as prior
research has already looked at the prevalence of implementation errors in compilers [51]. Their comparison of the LLVM,
GCC, and CompCert compilers provides strong evidence of
the power of formalization and verification to reduce implementation errors.
To establish confidence in the JavaScript computing machinery, one would have to replicate the CompCert [30] effort
for a JavaScript virtual machine. Prior research has shown
that this approach is non-trivial [36]. Just-in-time compilers
rely on self-modification and speculative optimizations to
speed up programs. Both of these optimization techniques
are at odds with the CompCert approach.
An alternative strategy to overcome these obstacles would
be to sidestep just-in-time compilation and focus on interpreters instead. The expected advantages are ease of implementation, no self-modification, and no dynamic generation
of native-machine code. Together, these advantages would
also simplify the formalization and verification process.
But what kind of impact would such a strategy have on
performance? Conventional wisdom states that interpreters
are slow, and that performance requires just-in-time compilation. Prior research in interpreter optimization, however,
reports remarkable and important speedups [8, 9, 13, 45, 50].
In this paper, we build on prior results in interpreter optimization to formalize and mechanically verify speculative
optimizations: inline caching and unboxing. This formalization gives way to virtual machine interpreters that are both
efficient and correct. Since our technique applies to all dynamic programming languages, it enables the construction
of efficient and correct virtual machine interpreters for many
popular languages, such as Lua, Perl, Python, and Ruby.
While these verifiably correct interpreters will not match
the peak performance of their highly tuned just-in-time compiled counterparts, they offer acceptable performance for a

The prevalence of dynamic languages is not commensurate
with the security guarantees provided by their execution
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v1: Int
v2: Int

v1: String
v2: Int

v1: Object
v2: Object

1 JSValue jsAdd ( JSGlobalObject * global , JSValue v1 , JSValue v2 ) {
if ( v1 . isNumber () && v2 . isNumber () )
2
3
return jsNumber ( v1 . asNumber () + v2 . asNumber () );
4
5
if ( v1 . isString () && ! v2 . isObject () ) {
6
if ( v2 . isString () )
7
return jsString ( global , asString ( v1 ) , asString ( v2 ));
8
String s2 = v2 . toWTFString ( global ) ;
return jsString ( global , asString ( v1 ) , s2 );
9
10
}
11
12
// All other cases are pretty uncommon
13
return jsAddSlowCase ( global , v1 , v2 );
14 }

Figure 1. Resolving dynamic types and its impact on control flow. Squiggly lines indicate branches taken, dashed lines branches
not taken. Arrows and horizontal lines indicate function entry and exit, i.e., calls and returns, respectively.

2 Background

variety of tasks and computational needs. We believe, therefore, that using these efficient and verifiably correct interpreters is preferable in safety-critical, high-assurance contexts. In addition, these interpreters can form the backbone
of secure, trusted infrastructure that we can rely upon when
new just-in-time compiler bugs are exploited in the wild.
Summing up, this paper makes the following contributions:

Overhead of Dynamic Typing Figure 1 shows, on the lefthand side, the slightly simplified implementation of the add
operation in JavaScriptCore, WebKit’s JavaScript implementation, which is the open source version of Apple’s Safari
web browser. The dynamically-typed add operation resolves
concrete type assignments according to the expected frequency. First, JavaScriptCore delegates to C++’s addition
operator when both operands, v1 and v2, are numeric (lines
2 and 3 in Figure 1). Second, JavaScriptCore performs string
concatenation, including coercion of the second operand,
when the first operand is a string (lines 5ś10 in Figure 1).
Third, JavaScriptCore delegates implementation to jsAddSlowCase in all other cases (line 13), which is deemed łpretty
uncommonž in the actual and original source code comment
on line 12.
Figure 1 shows, on the right-hand side, the control flow including required branches for different operand type assignments. When both operands have type integer (Int in Figure 1, right-hand side, left column), control-flow takes the
first branch and returns. When the first operand is a string
(string in Figure 1, right-hand side, middle column), control
flow requires at least one branch for testing against integers,
plus a second branch if the second argument is not a string
and needs to be coerced before returning the concatenated
string. In all other cases, indicated by Object type assignments in the right column of Figure 1, the operation execution is delegated to yet another function, jsAddSlowCase,
which requires two branches to determine less likely type
assignments.

• We present a formalization of self-optimizing bytecode interpreters for dynamically typed programming
languages. In particular, we formalized advanced type
feedback via inline caching and its extension to allow
the manipulation of data in native-machine representation. Our formalization abstracts over the specific
dynamic language and can be instantiated for many
concrete languages.
• We prove both speculative optimizations to be sound
and investigate their completeness. In addition, we
show exemplary optimizing compilation passes, prove
their soundness, and discuss their completeness.
Our work was developed using the Isabelle/HOL proof
assistant. The theory files amount to around 4700 lines of
source text and are publicly available in the Archive of Formal Proofs [11]. The AFP is continuously updated to track
Isabelle’s evolution, ensuring compatibility of the archived
formalizations with future Isabelle versions.1

1 Our

formalization will be part of the next public AFP release, expected
at the beginning of 2021. Before this release, use revision cb82935ea66a of
the AFP development repository available at https://foss.heptapod.net/isaafp/afp-devel.
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From a performance perspective, the implementation of
the add operator in Figure 1 indicates the performance penalties when type assignment expectations are not met. Consider a frequently executed, tight loop with a single string
concatenation:

they exist on their own in binary representation and need
no automatic memory management.
With unboxing, data locality is improved, as the indirection via the boxed object wrapper is eliminated. Automatic
memory management operations are reduced, as these operations are only required to manage boxed objects. Overall
memory consumption can be reduced, because fewer objects
are required. Automatic memory management techniques
can be adjusted to take this into account. This effect is most
pronounced on immediate memory management techniques
such as reference counting.
On the other hand, boxed objects can be easily stored in
the heap, and all other operations can refer to them in a
uniform way using references or addresses. Boxed objects,
furthermore, simplify the implementation of custom object
and type systems.

1 result = "";
2 for (i = 0; i < 100000; i ++) {
3
result += i;
4 }

In this example, the add operation will incur four branches
to concatenate strings for all iterations. These branches are,
however, redundant, as the type assignments of the operands
for that specific occurrence of the add operation are invariant.
If the string operands case were ranked first, then none of
these branches were required, with the downside that now
integer operands would suffer from the surplus type checks.
The effect of suboptimal static type-encoding in operation
implementations of dynamic languages, as illustrated by the
example above, has been known for decades. In 1982, Baden
analyzed Smalltalk code and discovered what he termed
a łdynamic locality of type usage.ž [3] In their landmark
paper from 1984, Deutsch and Schiffman described what
was to become one, if not the most, important optimization
techniques to address this problem: inline caching [12]. In its
original form, inline caching means that the virtual machine
directly overwrites the target address of a call instruction in
memory. So instead of calling the default routine that checks
the types of all parametersÐe.g., the type-generic function
shown in Figure 1Ðone would overwrite the address of the
call instruction to type-dependent function, prefixed with
so-called guards, i.e., type checks to ensure that the expected
types were passed. As a result, a subsequent execution of
the same instruction will łshort-circuitž the type checks and
merely guard against expected types.

3 Overview of the Formalization
Our formalization has three parts, each concerned with a
separate programming language.
Dyn (Section 4) is a standard stack-based interpreter for
dynamic languages, it provides a baseline for optimizations.
The features provided by Dyn are intentionally kept minimal,
but include the most representative features found in existing
virtual machine interpreters for dynamic languages: operand
stack manipulation, dynamic memory manipulation, builtin operations, conditional jumps, and (possibly recursive)
function calls.
Inca (Section 5) extends Dyn with a speculative optimization known as inline caching. This type-based optimization
is embedded directly in the semantics and, thus, performed
automatically at run time. If the encountered types of an
inlined operation match our speculation, the optimization
is said to be a hit. Otherwise, the optimization is said to be
a miss and must be rolled back. To ensure the soundness of
this speculative optimization, we define a relation between
unoptimized Dyn and optimized Inca programs, and prove
that it is a bisimilarity, meaning that the compiled program
has the same behavior as the unoptimized one and vice versa.
In addition, we provide a simple compilation scheme and
prove its soundness and completeness.
Ubx (Section 6) extends Inca with operations to manipulate unboxed, native-machine data. This optimization is also
type-based but proceeds in two stages. First, an optimization
pass rewrites the program ahead of time by substituting some
type-generic instructions with type-specific alternatives that
directly manipulate unboxed data. Second, the semantics is
extended to perform the minimum number of checks at run
time to ensure that the type-specific, optimized instructions
rewritten in the first stage operate on the expected types and
roll the optimization back if needed. Again, the soundness of
this optimization is based on a bisimilarity relation, this time

Overhead of Boxed Data Objects Boxed objects wrap primitive data types, such as numbers or characters. These primitive data usually can be manipulated using efficient nativemachine operations and data representations. łBoxingž primitive data involves replacing the data item with a reference
to an object representing the primitive data item. The resulting boxed object can, therefore, not be directly manipulated:
assume that two numbers are in boxed object representation,
then a simple machine addition, would add their addresses,
instead of their numeric values. To manipulate boxed objects,
their wrapped primitive data need to be łunboxedž first.
Boxing and unboxing requires surplus computation: to
access the wrapped data, the computer must resolve the data
references in the boxed objects. Additional operations, most
often related to automatic memory management, must be
taken into consideration as well. In Python, for example,
each push operation that puts data onto the operand stack
needs to adjust the object’s reference count. Native-machine
data, on the other hand, need not be reference counted, as
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between unoptimized Inca programs and optimized Ubx programs. We provide an exemplary compilation scheme, too,
based on a simple static analysis, and prove its soundness. We
finish by discussing the incompleteness of this compilation
scheme and some possible way forward.
We stove to keep the languages highly general by abstracting over a variety of implementation considerations. The
most important abstraction is concerned with built-in operations. Instead of fixing a small set of these operations
(such as arithmetic and Boolean operations) and optimizing them, we instead define an algebra of operations. For
any operation of the algebra’s carrier set, we can (i) determine the operation’s arity,2 and (ii) evaluate the operation on
the given arguments. The semantics of all three languages,
therefore, needs only to ensure that operations receive the
correct number of arguments, and manipulate their results
accordingly. By construction, this technique ensures that our
formalization supports all operations, and we can mostly
avoid arguing łwithout loss of generality.ž
To optimize these abstract operations, we progressively
introduce more ways to manipulate the operations and check
for speculative optimization opportunities. Thereby we are
forced to state our formalization’s assumptions.

instr ::= Push ′dyn | Pop |

memory manipulation

Op ′op |

operations on data

CJump nat |

conditional jump

′

function call

Call fun
∗

function definition

fundef ::= Fundef instr nat
′

′

′

prog ::= Prog fenv henv fun
′

′

frame ::= Frame fun nat dyn
′

′

program definition

∗

stack frame

+

program state

state ::= ⟨ fenv, henv, frame ⟩

Figure 2. The static syntax and dynamic state of Dyn.
IsTrue :: ′dyn ⇒ bool and
IsFalse :: ′dyn ⇒ bool
assumes
¬ (IsTrue 𝑥 ∧ IsFalse 𝑥)
In Isabelle, a locale [4] is a (possibly heterogeneous) algebra over some abstract types, with parameters, and subject
to some assumptions. In the previous example, ′dyn is the
abstract type, IsTrue and IsFalse are the parameters, and the
last line represents our assumption. A locale may then be
later instantiated by providing concrete arguments for the
types and parameters, and then discharging the proof obligations corresponding to the assumptions. All theorems proven
for the locale are then automatically specialized for the concrete arguments. As a sanity check, all locales defined in this
formalization were instantiated with suitable examples to
ensure that the assumptions are consistent.

Notation In the following paper, different typefaces or colors are used to identify different concepts. A ′blue color,
prefixed with a backtick, is used for abstract types and a
green color from their abstract operations, which we will
call parameters from now on to distinguish them from the
built-in operations of the discussed languages. In contrast, a
monospace typeface is used for concrete functions, defined
either in this formalization or in the Isabelle/HOL standard
library.

Operations The built-in operations are members of the type
′op of the locale nary_operations. Let 𝑜𝑝 be an operation,
Arity 𝑜𝑝 evaluates to 𝑜𝑝’s arity. Op 𝑜𝑝 𝑥𝑠 evaluates 𝑜𝑝 on
provided arguments 𝑥𝑠; it is defined if and only if |𝑥𝑠 | =
Arity 𝑜𝑝. Formally:

4 Dyn: Stack-Based Interpreter for
Dynamically Typed Languages
The Dyn language corresponds to a simple, stack-based bytecode interpreter to execute a dynamically typed programming language. Figure 2 shows the syntax and dynamic state
of Dyn.
4.1

stack manipulation

Load ′var | Store ′var |

locale nary_operations =
fixes
Op :: ′op ⇒ ′dyn list ⇒ ′dyn and
Arity :: ′op ⇒ nat

Syntax and Semantics

Identifiers The identifiers for variables and functions are
members of the abstract types ′var and ′fun, respectively.

Environments The environments are partial mappings from
keys to values. In this paper, the important operations are
Get 𝑒 𝑘, which retrieves the value associated with key 𝑘 from
the environment 𝑒, and Add 𝑒 𝑘 𝑣, which binds the key 𝑘
with the value 𝑣 in the environment 𝑒, overriding any prior
bindings. Formally:

Values The manipulated values belong to the abstract type
′dyn. Dyn’s semantics uses two disjoint subsets to decide
whether values are true or false. Let 𝑥 be a value, IsTrue 𝑥
identifies the former, and IsFalse 𝑥 the latter. This semantics
is not affected by providing support for more types. Formally:
locale dynval =
fixes

locale env =
fixes
Get :: ′env ⇒ ′key ⇒ ′val option and
Add :: ′env ⇒ ′key ⇒ ′val ⇒ ′env and . . .
assumes

2 All operations always return exactly one result. An operation with an arity

of zero is equivalent to a constant.
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→Dyn -Pop

→Dyn -Load

→Dyn -Op

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Push 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑑 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Pop

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑑 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

→Dyn -Store

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

→Dyn -Push

CPP ’21, January 18ś19, 2021, Virtual, Denmark

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Load 𝑥

MemGet 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑑 1 ) = Some 𝑑 2

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑑 1 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑑 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Store 𝑥

𝐻 ′ = MemAdd 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑑 1 ) 𝑑 2

′

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑑 1 · 𝑑 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻 , Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Op 𝑜𝑝

𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝

𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ|

Op 𝑜𝑝 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩
→Dyn -CJump-True

→Dyn -CJump-False

→Dyn -Fun-Call

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = CJump 𝑛

IsTrue 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑑 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑛 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = CJump 𝑛

IsFalse 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑑 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

→Dyn -Fun-End

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Call 𝑔

FunGet 𝐹 𝑔 = Some 𝑔𝑑

𝑎𝑟 = Arity 𝑔𝑑

𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ|

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑔 0 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ 𝑓 |
⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑔 𝑝𝑐𝑔 Σ𝑔 · Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 𝑓 Σ 𝑓 · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Dyn ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐 𝑓 ) (Σ𝑔 @ drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ 𝑓 ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑔 = Some 𝑔𝑑

𝑝𝑐𝑔 = |body 𝑔𝑑 |

𝑎𝑟 = Arity 𝑔𝑑

Figure 3. The (→Dyn ) transition relation for Dyn.
Final states The predicate finalDyn identifies final states
the ones having a call stack with a single stack frame, where
the program counter points beyond the last instruction.

Get (Add 𝑒 𝑘 𝑣) 𝑘 = Some 𝑣 and
𝑘 1 ≠ 𝑘 2 =⇒ Get (Add 𝑒 𝑘 1 𝑣) 𝑘 2 = Get 𝑒 𝑘 2 and . . .
We use two environments, one for function definitions
(types ′fenv , ′fun, and fundef ) and another one to model
dynamic memory (types ′henv , ′var × ′dyn, ′dyn). The parameters are prefixed with Fun and Mem, respectively.

Operational semantics The operational semantics is defined by the small-step transition relation →Dyn between
program states (Figure 3). Most instructions’ semantics corresponds to well-known, standard behavior. The dynamic
memory is partitioned by variable names, which are statically encoded in the load and store instructions, and each
partition may contain any number of dynamic values, which
are indexed by a dynamic value taken from the operand
stack.
The rule →Dyn -Op assumes that there are enough arguments on the operand stack before evaluating the operation.
This assumption ensures that the function Op op is defined
for the list of operands take ar Σ.
Similarly, the rule →Dyn -Fun-Call assumes that the number of operands equals the arity of the called function. A
new stack frame is created, the arguments copied to the new
stack frame’s operand stack. Note that a function may call
itsefl recursively.
The rule →Dyn -Fun-End proceeds in two steps. First, the
remaining values on the called function’s operand stack are
interpreted as its result and its stack frame is discarded. Second, the arguments on top of the calling function’s operand

Static representation Instructions belong to one of the following categories: manipulation of operand stack, manipulation of dynamic memory, built-in operations, conditional
jumps, and function calls. Function definitions contain a list
of instructions and the function’s arity. Programs contain
an environment for functions, an initial memory, and an
initializing function.
Dynamic states Stack frames contain the identifier of the
current function, a program counter relative to the beginning
of the function, and a (possibly empty) operand stack. Program states contain an environment for functions, an initial
memory, and a non-empty call stack.
Loading and initial states The binary loadDyn relation
associates the static representation of a program to an initial
dynamic program state. More precisely, the relation initializes the program state, obtains the initializing function from
the program, and transfers control to this function.
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stack are replaced by the called function’s result and the
program counter is incremented.
The rule →Dyn -CJump-True transfers the control flow to
a position relative to the beginning of the function. Note that
execution gets stuck if a jump condition represents neither
true nor false.

instr ::= · · · |
OpInl ′opinl

instructions from Dyn
inlined operations on data

Figure 4. The static syntax of Inca’s instructions.

5 Inca: Inline Caching
The Inca language extends Dyn with a single instruction for
inline caching of operations.
5.1

Syntax and Semantics

The syntax of Inca is a proper superset of Dyn’s syntax. The
only addition is an instruction to inline operations (Figure 4).
Inlined operations The built-in inlined operations are members of the type ′opinl of the locale nary_operations_inl. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the sets ′op and
′opinl . An operation from ′op may be mapped to any number (including none) of inlined operations in ′opinl with Inl,
which gives the most specific inlined operation for concrete
operand types. This mapping may be inverted with Inl−1 .
A typical implementation of the Inl function may start
with a case analysis of the operation followed by a linear
search for the most specific inlined function. Depending on
the cardinality of ′op and ′opinl , this may be time consuming
and should be avoided when possible. When we are evaluating an inline operation, it is more efficient to leverage the
łdynamic locality of type usagež by using IsInl to ensure that
the expected operand types and the actual operand types
match.
Finally, InlOp can be used to evaluate inline operations
with given arguments. It is defined if and only if Op is defined
for the corresponding operation and given arguments. In
that case, the inlined and the normal operations must always
produce the same results. Formally:

Figure 5. The relationship between the set of values from
′op (left) and ′opinl (right). Solid arrows represent calls to
Inl and dotted arrows represent calls to Inl−1 .
When executing an operation (Op), Inl is used to check if
an inlined operation exists for the supplied arguments. If no
such inlined operation exists (Rule →Inca -Op), then the operation is evaluated with Op, and execution continues as in
Dyn. If such an inlined operation exists (Rule →Inca -Op-Inl),
then two things take place. First, we evaluate the operation
with InlOp. Second, we cache the search for an optimized
inline operation by replacing the Op instruction with an optimized OpInl instruction in the function definition (rewrite).
As a result, any subsequent execution then łshort-circuitsž
the check for an inlined operation.
When executing an inlined operation (OpInl), the efficient
predicate IsInl is used to test whether it is still appropriate for
the supplied arguments. If they are, then execution continues
as expected using an optimized function (Rule →Inca -Op-InlHit). Otherwise, we undo the optimization by replacing the
optimized instruction with the generic, unoptimized instruction in the function definition (Rule →Inca -Op-Inl-Miss).
Whether we use Op or InlOp is irrelevant, since they are
semantically equivalent and because it is unknown which
one would be more efficient.

locale nary_operations_inl = nary_operations +
fixes
InlOp :: ′opinl ⇒ ′dyn list ⇒ ′dyn and
Inl :: ′op ⇒ ′dyn list ⇒ ′opinl option and
Inl−1 :: ′opinl ⇒ ′op and
IsInl :: ′opinl ⇒ ′dyn list ⇒ bool
assumes
Inl 𝑜𝑝 𝑥𝑠 = Some 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 =⇒ Inl−1 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 = 𝑜𝑝 and
Inl 𝑜𝑝 𝑥𝑠 = Some 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 =⇒ IsInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 𝑥𝑠 and
|𝑥𝑠 | = Arity (Inl−1 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 ) =⇒
InlOp 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 𝑥𝑠 = Op (Inl−1 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 ) 𝑥𝑠

5.2

Bisimulation Dyn-Inca

A Dyn and an Inca program that simulate each other differ
only in the codomain of their functions environments. The
dynamic memories, the call stacks, and the domains of the
function environments are identical. Given two corresponding function definitions from Dyn and Inca, they may only
differ by the potential use of inline operations.
D-I
The simulation relation ∼ thus inspects all corresponding
instructions and checks whether an inlined operation maps
to its corresponding regular operation. We use the inverse
function Inl−1 to map an inlined to its corresponding regular
operation.

Semantics Inca’s dynamic representation, its loading relation loadInca , and its set of final states (identified by the
predicate finalInca ) are all the same as their Dyn counterparts. We modify the transition relation by adding three new
rules and modifying the existing rule →Dyn -Op to →Inca -Op
(Figure 6).
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→Inca -Op

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Op 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ|
Inl 𝑜𝑝 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = None
Op 𝑜𝑝 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = 𝑑
⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Inca ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩

𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝
→Inca -Op-Inl

→Inca -Op-Inl-Hit
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FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Op 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ|
Inl 𝑜𝑝 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = Some 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
InlOp 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = 𝑑
𝐹 ′ = FunAdd 𝐹 𝑓 (rewrite fd 𝑝𝑐 (OpInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 ))

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Inca ⟨𝐹 ′, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = OpInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ|
IsInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ)
InlOp 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = 𝑑
⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Inca ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩

𝑜𝑝 = Inl−1 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙

𝑜𝑝 = Inl−1 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
→Inca -Op-Inl-Miss

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = OpInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ|
¬ IsInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ)
InlOp 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = 𝑑
𝐹 ′ = FunAdd 𝐹 𝑓 (rewrite fd 𝑝𝑐 (Op 𝑜𝑝))

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡⟩ →Inca ⟨𝐹 ′, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡⟩

Figure 6. The subset of the (→Inca ) transition relation that differs from (→Dyn ).
Following the path of CompCert, we proved the following
D-I
lemmas to show that ∼ is a bisimulation, i.e., that two similar
programs have similar behavior.

Theorem 1 (Soundness of compilation). Let the infix relation ⇓ pair a program to its run-time behavior and the infix
relation ≈ be an equivalence relation between behaviors. If
compile p1 = Some 𝑝 2 , and 𝑝 2 ⇓ 𝑏 2 , and 𝑏 2 does not go
wrong, then there exists a behavior 𝑏 1 such that 𝑝 1 ⇓ 𝑏 1 and
𝑏1 ≈ 𝑏2.

Lemma 1 (Forward simulation). If 𝑠 1 →Dyn 𝑠 1′ and
D-I

𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 , then there exists a state 𝑠 2′ such that 𝑠 2 →Inca 𝑠 2′
D-I

and 𝑠 1′ ∼ 𝑠 2′ .

Furthermore, compilation is complete for all loadable Dyn
programs.

D-I

Lemma 2 (Forward matching final states). If 𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 and
finalDyn 𝑠 1 , then finalInca 𝑠 2 .
Lemma 3 (Backward simulation).
D-I

𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 , then there exists a
D-I

state 𝑠 1′

If 𝑠 2 →Inca 𝑠 2′

Theorem 2 (Completness of compilation). If loadDyn 𝑝 1 𝑠 1 ,
then there exists a program 𝑝 2 and state 𝑠 2 such that
D-I
compile p1 = Some 𝑝 2 , and loadInca 𝑝 2 𝑠 2 , and 𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 .

and

such that 𝑠 1 →Dyn 𝑠 1′ and

𝑠 1′ ∼ 𝑠 2′ .

6 Ubx: Operations on Unboxed Data
The Ubx language adds the concept of manipulating unboxed
data representations to Inca.

D-I

Lemma 4 (Backward matching final states). If 𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 and
finalInca 𝑠 2 , then finalDyn 𝑠 1 .

6.1

5.3 Compilation from Dyn to Inca
Dyn’s function definitions can be compiled by mapping all
instructions to their equivalent in Inca. The compilation
function of full programs can then simply compile all function definitions of the program.
We proved that compiled programs simulate their uncompiled counterparts.

Syntax and Semantics

The syntax of Ubx is a proper superset of Inca’s syntax
(Figure 7).
Values The values manipulated through the operand stack
may either be boxed or unboxed. In principle, any fixed number of unboxed types may be supported but, Isabelle/HOL
not supporting abstractions over arbitrary numbers of types,
we abstract over two unboxed types (′ubx1 and ′ubx2 ) and
have to argue without loss of generality.
Because the operand stack may only contain values of a
uniform type, we define the tagged union ubx with three
constructors: UbxDyn represents a boxed value while both
UbxUbx1 and UbxUbx2 represent unboxed values. We extract
a value stored in an ubx by casting it to the desired type.
Casting (i) checks that the ubx value is tagged with the

Lemma 5 (Compiled matching states). If compile 𝑝 1 =
Some 𝑝 2 and loadDyn 𝑝 1 𝑠 1 , then there exists a state 𝑠 2 such
D-I
that loadInca 𝑝 2 𝑠 2 and 𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 .
Building on the VeriComp framework for verified compilation [10], lemmas 1 to 5 imply that the successful execution
of a compiled Inca program exhibits the identical behavior
as the execution of the original Dyn program. Formally:
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ubx ::= UbxDyn ′dyn |

unboxed value 1

′

unboxed value 2

UbxUbx2 ubx2 |
type ::= Ubx1 | Ubx2

unboxed types

instr ::= · · · |

instructions from Inca
′

stack manipulation

PushUbx1 ubx1 |
′

of unboxed data

PushUbx2 ubx2 |
LoadUbx type ′var |

memory manipulation

StoreUbx type ′var |

of unboxed data

′

unboxed operations

OpUbx opubx
frame ::= Frame fun nat ubx

fun cast_box :: type ⇒ ubx ⇒ ′dyn option where
cast_box Ubx1 = map_option Box1 ◦ castUbx1
cast_box Ubx2 = map_option Box2 ◦ castUbx2
Conversely, the generic function unbox unboxes ′dyn values to some specified type.
fun unbox :: type ⇒ ′dyn ⇒ ubx option where
unbox Ubx1 = map_option UbxUbx1 ◦ Unbox1
unbox Ubx2 = map_option UbxUbx2 ◦ Unbox2
Finally, a ubx value may be boxed and normalized to ′dyn.
fun norm :: ubx ⇒ ′dyn where
norm (UbxDyn 𝑑) = 𝑑
norm (UbxUbx1 𝑢 1 ) = Box1 𝑢 1
norm (UbxUbx2 𝑢 2 ) = Box2 𝑢 2

boxed dynamic value

UbxUbx1 ′ubx1 |

′

Martin Desharnais and Stefan Brunthaler

∗

stack frame

Instructions One new instruction per unboxed type pushes
an unboxed constant onto the operand stack. Two generic
instructions allow loading unboxed values from and storing
them in memory. Finally, one instruction manipulates unboxed, native-machine data. The number of new instructions
to support 𝑛 unboxed types is thus 𝑛 + 3.

Figure 7. An excerpt of Ubx’s static syntax and dynamic
state of Ubx.

expected constructor for the given type, and (ii) returns the
unboxed value.

Operations on unboxed data The built-in operations on
unboxed data are members of the type ′opubx of the locale
nary_operations_ubx. Let 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 be an operation on unboxed
data and 𝑥𝑠 be a list of values of type ubx, UbxOp 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 𝑥𝑠
uses some efficient machine-native instructions to operate
directly on the given unboxed arguments. In contrast to
Op and OpInl which, when given the correct number of
arguments, always succeed to calculate a result, OpUbx may
fail by returning None when evaluated on unboxed values
of the wrong type.
An inlined operation (′opinl ) is mapped to an operation
on unboxed data (′opubx ) with the Ubx function. But instead
of relying on the dynamic type-information extracted from
the actual ′dyn arguments at run time, it relies on statically
known type information. Each argument either has a boxed
type (Some 𝜏 for some 𝜏 :: type), or an unboxed, dynamic
type (None). The mapping is inverted with Ubx−1 .
Finally, TypeOf 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 evaluates to the type of the operation
𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 encoded as a pair: the first element is the domain and
the second element is the codomain. The type of an operation
must be compatible with Arity, Ubx, and UbxOp. Formally:
locale nary_operations_ubx =
nary_operations_inl +
unboxedval +
fixes
UbxOp :: ′opubx ⇒ ubx list ⇒ ubx option and
Ubx :: ′opinl ⇒ type list ⇒ ′opubx option and
Ubx−1 :: ′opubx ⇒ ′opinl and
TypeOf :: ′opubx ⇒ type option list × type option
assumes
Ubx 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 𝑡𝑠 = Some 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 =⇒ Ubx−1 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 = 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 and
UbxOp 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 𝑥𝑠 = Some 𝑦 =⇒

fun castDyn :: ubx ⇒ ′dyn option where
castDyn (UbxDyn 𝑑) = Some 𝑑
castDyn _ = None
The functions castUbx1 and castUbx2 are analog but return values of type ′ubx1 and ′ubx2 , respectively. Our formalization proves that casts are always successful and an
implementation of this optimization would be free to omit.
The boxing and unboxing operations are abstracted over
in the locale unboxedval. Let 𝑑 be a dynamic value and 𝑢 an
unboxed value of type ′ubx1 , Unbox1 𝑥 = Some 𝑢 successfully
extracts the native-machine value 𝑢, and Box1 𝑢 boxes it
back to 𝑑. Unboxing may fail by evaluating to None when
the provided dynamic value is not of the expected type. The
same holds for ′ubx2 , and extends to any other supported
unboxed type. Formally:
locale unboxedval = dynval +
fixes
Box1 :: ′ubx1 ⇒ ′dyn and
Unbox1 :: ′dyn ⇒ ′ubx1 option and
Box2 :: ′ubx2 ⇒ ′dyn and
Unbox2 :: ′dyn ⇒ ′ubx2 option
assumes
Unbox1 𝑑 = Some 𝑢 1 =⇒ Box1 𝑢 1 = 𝑑 and
Unbox2 𝑑 = Some 𝑢 2 =⇒ Box2 𝑢 2 = 𝑑
In order to uniformly manipulate ubx when boxing and
unboxing, we define the type type which has one constructor
per unboxed type, i.e., Ubx1 is associated with ′ubx1 and Ubx2
is associated with ′ubx2 . The generic cast_box function (i)
casts unboxed values, and (ii) immediately boxes them to a
dynamic value.
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InlOp (Ubx−1 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 ) (map norm 𝑥𝑠) = norm 𝑦 and
UbxOp 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 𝑥𝑠 = Some 𝑦 =⇒
Inl (Inl−1 (Ubx−1 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 )) (map norm 𝑥𝑠) =
Some (Ubx−1 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 ) and
Arity (Inl−1 (Ubx−1 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 )) = |fst (TypeOf 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 )| and
Ubx 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 𝑡𝑠 = Some 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 =⇒
fst (TypeOf 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 ) = 𝑡𝑠 and
TypeOf 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 = (map typeof 𝑥𝑠, 𝜏) =⇒
∃ 𝑥 . UbxOp 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 𝑥𝑠 = Some 𝑥 ∧ typeof 𝑥 = 𝜏 and
UbxOp 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 𝑥𝑠 = Some 𝑥 =⇒
TypeOf 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 = (map typeof 𝑥𝑠, typeof 𝑥)

The rules for storing values in memory all cast the operand
on the top of the stack to the expected type and box it before
storing it in memory. No rules are needed to handle the case
that an unboxed type does not match its expected type. The
bisimulation relation proves that such a situation can never
occur.
The rules for evaluating regular and inlined operations require minimal adaptation: they must first cast their operands
to dynamic values before evaluation. Again, no rule is required to handle an invalid cast, as our proof shows that
such situations can never occur. The new rule →Ubx -Op-Ubx
does not need to perform any cast as it operates directly on
unboxed data.
Similarly, the rules for conditional jumps and function call
require minimal adaptation; they now cast their operand to
a dynamic boolean value.
The rules →Ubx -Pop, and →Ubx -Fun-End do not need to
change because they are polymorphic, i.e., they perform
the same operation irrespective of the operand types they
manipulate.

Semantics We extend Inca’s transition relation to also support ubx (Figure 8).
All rules to push constants onto the stack now use the
appropriate constructor from ubx.
The rules for loading values from the dynamic memory
distinguish three cases: (i) a dynamic value is loaded and
pushed directly on the operand stack; (ii) a dynamic value
is loaded, successfully unboxed, and pushed on the operand
stack; and (iii) a dynamic value is loaded, the unboxing fails,
and the function is generalized to cancel the Ubx optimization. All three rules start by (a) popping a value from the
operand stack, and (b) casting it to a dynamic value, which
is then used to index the dynamic memory.
In rule →Ubx -Load-Ubx-Miss, the unboxing fails because
the dynamic value loaded from memory has a different type
than what was expected when optimizing the program. Subsequent instructions expecting data in their native-machine
representation cannot execute sensibly and must be generalized to cope with dynamic values. This generalization
process applies to both the function definition and the call
stack.
First, the function generalize generalizes the function
definition by mapping all Ubx instructions to their Inca
counterparts, e.g., PushUbx1 to Push. For OpInl instructions,
Ubx−1 identifies the corresponding ′opinl operation.
Second, we need to update the operand stack to ensure that
all elements use the boxed representation. If a tagged union
contains an operand in unboxed data representation, these
operands would not be accepted by the newly generalized
instructions. To address this, we use the type information
stored in the tagged union to box the object and replace the
element with another tagged union (UbxDyn) representing
this newly boxed object. The operand stack of the current
stack frame must be boxed, but so do the operand stacks of
all other active stack frames of the same function. Because
each stack frame only stores the identifier of the function,
and each execution step retrieves the instruction from the
function definition, all active function invocations will start
to use the generalized instructions. The function box_stack
does this by recursively traversing the call stack and generalizing the operand stack of all stack frame for function 𝑓 ;
all other stack frames are left untouched.

6.2

Bisimulation Inca-Ubx

The validity of a sequence of Ubx instructions can be statically verified by an abstract interpretation that calculates a
form of strongest postcondition, i.e., the arity and types of
values on the operand stack following the execution of the
sequence. This means that, if a function is given the right
number of boxed arguments, then it will successfully execute
and return values of the computed types. The strongest postcondition of an instruction takes a stack of types as input
and calculates the stack of types resulting from executing
that instruction.3
Two corresponding program states from Inca and Ubx
I-U
simulate each other (expressed by the ∼ binary relation) if
they have the same dynamic memory, if both their function
environments and call stacks are similar, and if an abstract
interpretation of all function definitions succeeds.
Two function environments are similar if they have the
same domain and if, given a function definition in Ubx and
in Inca, the Ubx function definition generalizes to the Inca
function definition.
Call stacks are similar if (i) they have the same height; (ii)
two corresponding stack frames refer to the same function,
have the same program counters, and Ubx’s operand stack
may be boxed to Inca’s; (iii) the abstract interpretation of the
function up to the current program counter matches with
the operand types in the stack; (iv) the current instruction
of all caller stack frames must be a call instruction to the
callees’ stack frames.
3 Note

that the simple analysis used in this formalization cannot handle
uses of the CJump instruction and, thus, can only interpret linear functions.
Using a more complete abstract interpretation to enable more interesting
functions is left for future work.
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→Ubx -Push

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Push 𝑑

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = PushUbx1 𝑢 1

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxUbx1 𝑢 1 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

→Ubx -Push-Ubx2
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxDyn 𝑑 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩

→Ubx -Push-Ubx1

→Ubx -Load
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body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = PushUbx2 𝑢 2

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxUbx2 𝑢 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Load 𝑥

castDyn 𝑢 = Some 𝑑 1

MemGet 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑑 1 ) = Some 𝑑 2

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑢 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxDyn 𝑑 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩

→Ubx -Load-Ubx-Hit

→Ubx -Load-Ubx-Miss

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑢 1 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑢 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩

castDyn 𝑢 1 = Some 𝑑 1

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = LoadUbx 𝜏 𝑥
MemGet 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑑 1 ) = Some 𝑑 2
unbox 𝜏 𝑑 2 = None
𝐹 ′ = FunAdd 𝐹 𝑓 (generalize fd)

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑢 1 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹 ′, 𝐻, box_stack 𝑓 (Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxDyn 𝑑 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ) ⟩

→Ubx -Store

→Ubx -Store-Ubx

→Ubx -Op

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = LoadUbx 𝜏 𝑥
castDyn 𝑢 1 = Some 𝑑 1
MemGet 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑑 1 ) = Some 𝑑 2
unbox 𝜏 𝑑 2 = Some 𝑢 2

𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
castDyn 𝑢 1 = Some 𝑑 1
castDyn 𝑢 2 = Some 𝑑 2

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Store 𝑥
𝐻 ′ = MemAdd 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑑 1 ) 𝑑 2

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑢 1 · 𝑢 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻 ′, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = StoreUbx 𝜏 𝑥
castDyn 𝑢 1 = Some 𝑑 1
cast_box 𝜏 𝑢 2 = Some 𝑑 2
𝐻 ′ = MemAdd 𝐻 (𝑥, 𝑑 1 ) 𝑑 2
⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 (𝑢 1 · 𝑢 2 · Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻 ′, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Op 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ |
traverse castDyn (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = Some Σ′
Inl 𝑜𝑝 Σ′ = None

Op 𝑜𝑝 Σ′ = 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxDyn 𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ |

𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝

→Ubx -Op-Inl

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Op 𝑜𝑝
traverse castDyn (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = Some Σ′
Inl 𝑜𝑝 Σ′ = Some 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
𝐹 ′ = FunAdd 𝐹 𝑓 (rewrite fd 𝑝𝑐 (OpInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 ))

InlOp 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 Σ′ = 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹 ′, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxDyn 𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩

→Ubx -Op-Inl-Hit

→Ubx -Op-Inl-Miss

→Ubx -Op-Ubx
→Ubx -CJump-True
→Ubx -CJump-False

→Ubx -Fun-Call

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = OpInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
𝑜𝑝 = Inl−1 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ |
traverse castDyn (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = Some Σ′
IsInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 Σ′
InlOp 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 Σ′ = 𝑑
⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxDyn 𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = OpInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
𝑜𝑝 = Inl−1 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙
𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ |
traverse castDyn (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = Some Σ′
¬ IsInl 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 Σ′
InlOp 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙 Σ′ = 𝑑
𝐹 ′ = FunAdd 𝐹 𝑓 (rewrite fd 𝑝𝑐 (Op 𝑜𝑝))
⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹 ′, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (UbxDyn 𝑑 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = OpUbx 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥
𝑎𝑟 = Arith 𝑜𝑝
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ |
UbxOp 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) = Some 𝑢
𝑜𝑝 = Inl−1 (Ubx−1 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑥 )
⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 (1 + 𝑝𝑐) (𝑢 · drop 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩

FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = CJump 𝑛

castDyn 𝑢 = Some 𝑑

IsTrue 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 𝑢 · Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑛 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |

body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = CJump 𝑛

castDyn 𝑢 = Some 𝑑

IsFalse 𝑑

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 𝑢 · Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 1 + 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩
FunGet 𝐹 𝑓 = Some fd
FunGet 𝐹 𝑔 = Some 𝑔𝑑
𝑎𝑟 = Arity 𝑔𝑑

𝑝𝑐 < |body fd |
body fd ! 𝑝𝑐 = Call 𝑔
𝑎𝑟 ≤ |Σ |
list_all (𝜆𝑢. typeof 𝑢 = None) (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ)

⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩ →Ubx ⟨𝐹, 𝐻, Frame 𝑔 0 (take 𝑎𝑟 Σ) · Frame 𝑓 𝑝𝑐 Σ · 𝑠𝑡 ⟩

Figure 8. The subset of the (→Ubx ) transition relation that differs from (→Inca ).
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I-U

semantics of the executed program. If a value loaded from
memory does not match the oracle’s prediction, rule →Ubx Load-Ubx-Miss generalizes the function back to cope with
boxed values before resuming the execution.
We proved that compiled, optimized programs simulate
their uncompiled counterparts.

We proved that ∼ is a bisimulation.
Lemma 6 (Forward simulation). If 𝑠 1 →Inca 𝑠 1′ and
I-U

𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 , then there exists a state 𝑠 2′ such that 𝑠 2 →Ubx 𝑠 2′
I-U

and 𝑠 1′ ∼ 𝑠 2′ .
I-U

Lemma 7 (Forward matching final states). If 𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 and
finalInca 𝑠 1 , then finalUbx 𝑠 2 .

Lemma 10 (Compiled matching states). If compile 𝑝 1 =
Some 𝑝 2 and loadInca 𝑝 1 𝑠 1 , then there exists a state 𝑠 2 such
I-U
that loadUbx 𝑝 2 𝑠 2 and 𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 .

Lemma 8 (Backward simulation). If 𝑠 2 →Ubx 𝑠 2′ and
I-U

𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 , then there exists a state 𝑠 1′ such that 𝑠 1 →Inca 𝑠 1′
I-U

and 𝑠 1′ ∼ 𝑠 2′ .

Lemmas 6 to 10 imply that the successful execution of
a compiled Ubx program exhibits identical behavior to the
execution of the original Inca program. Formally:

I-U

Lemma 9 (Backward matching final states). If 𝑠 1 ∼ 𝑠 2 and
finalUbx 𝑠 2 , then finalInca 𝑠 1 .
6.3

Theorem 3 (Soundness of compilation). Let the infix relation ⇓ pair a program to its run-time behavior and the infix
relation ≈ be an equivalence relation between behaviors. If
compile p1 = Some 𝑝 2 , and 𝑝 2 ⇓ 𝑏 2 , and 𝑏 2 does not go
wrong, then there exists a behavior 𝑏 1 such that 𝑝 1 ⇓ 𝑏 1 and
𝑏1 ≈ 𝑏2.

Compilation from Inca to Ubx

The process of compiling has three steps.
1. Lift the program from Inca to Ubx.
2. Optimize the program by using as many Ubx instructions as possible.
3. Ensure that the result is valid with respect to the abstract interpretation.
The optimization pass is based on an oracleÐan abstract
function of type ′fun ⇒ nat ⇒ type optionÐwhich, given
the position of a Load instruction in a function, evaluates to
the expected unboxed type of the loaded value. A variant of
the abstract interpretation used for the simulation relation
optimizes instructions in a linear pass based on the following
type information.
1. All function parameters have boxed dynamic types.
2. The type produced by Push is provided by inspecting
the constant.
3. The type produced by Load is provided by the oracle,
or assumed to be a boxed dynamic type if the oracle
evaluates to None.
4. The type consumed by Store is obtained from the
abstract interpretation.
5. The types consumed and produced by Op, OpInl, and
Call are always boxed dynamic and their number
depends on the arity of the operation or function.
6. The types consumed and produced by OpUbx is obtained from TypeOf.
This information provided by the oracle could either be
given directly by the programmer or be the result of automatic run-time instrumentation. In the second case, the
virtual machine would first execute code in Inca mode and
gather some statistics on encountered types, a stage usually
referred to as profiling. When some heuristics indicate that
a point of łdynamic locality of type usagež is reached, the
program would then be compiled to Ubx, and the control
flow diverted to Ubx’s execution engine.
The accuracy of the oracle’s predictions may increase
or decrease run-time performance, but may never alter the

Compilation from Inca to Ubx is incomplete in the sense
of Theorem 2 because (i) the abstract interpretation and
optimization algorithm are too simplistic to handle jumps,
and (ii) the hypothesis is too weak.
The former issue can be addressed by using a more sophisticated data-flow analysis instead of our one-pass linear
analysis. The latter issue is that the process of loading does
not guarantee a successful executions. To address this issue and prove completeness, the hypothesis needs to be
strengthened, for example, by giving a typing judgment that
guarantees a valid execution of the initial program.

7 Practical Perspective
A Brief History The original idea on how to optimize dynamically-typed programming languages with advanced type
specialization in a purely interpretative setting is about ten
years old by now. The senior author implemented a fullfledged prototype in CPython 3.3, reporting speedups by
a factor of up to 5. At the same time, the prototype retained traditional interpreter benefits: simplicity and ease-ofimplementation. Papers were submitted to ACM SIGPLAN
PLDI 2013, SIGPLAN PLDI 2014, and ACM Transactions on
Architecture and Code Optimization 2014, with usually positive feedback but no PC member championing the paper.
Due to the important speedups enabled by the prototype, a
series of talks were given in 2012: TU Wien, Universität Linz,
IST Austria, and a talk at Mozilla.
Benefits of Formalization The full-fledged CPython prototype successfully passed all relevant unit tests and ran
major Python applications, benchmarks, and frameworks.
Although tests covered several ten thousands lines of Python
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Table 1. Speedups of PyPy3 and Ubx-Prototype over the
CPython baseline.

programs and C code for libraries, some łHeisenbugsž occurred every now and then. Through the presented formalization, we were able to discern a new requirement that
addressed the bug.
The new requirementÐobvious in hindsight, but nonobvious beforeÐis due to the deoptimization of Ubx optimized code. When deoptimizing a certain function f, a prior,
yet incomplete call to function f may still be active on stack.
Assume the prior stack frame of f was type-specialized to
a specific type 𝑇 and that the operand stack of the interpreter stack frame contained unboxed data of type 𝑇 . If we
deoptimize the newer stack frame of the present function
invocation of f, then all unboxed data will be boxed again
and stored in memory. Now, assume that during a following
call of function f, it will be optimized again, but to a different
type 𝑇 ′. The program continues, until it eventually continues
to operate on the prior stack frame belonging to function f.
The interpreter operand stack may now hold unboxed data
of type 𝑇 , but the optimized instructions will assume the
data to be of type 𝑇 ′. Potential errors following from this situation are: (i) deoptimization may fail when the types 𝑇 and
𝑇 ′ differ; (ii) execution of native-machine operations may
fail, when the data representation differs; (iii) (un-)boxing
of data may fail, when we try to access native-machine data
incorrectly.
The underlying problem is that there is only one optimized interpreter code image stored for each interpreted
function. A Ubx function is, therefore, not able to infer potential changes to its code. A variety of techniques address
this issue, e.g., deoptimizing all invocations of the optimized
code, or keeping a version counter of the code image and
check, that these are identical.

Benchmark

PyPy3

Ubx-Prototype

binarytrees
mandelbrot
nbody
spectralnorm

1.8225×
0.9403×
1.5112×
2.7900×

1.7081×
2.0986×
3.7010×
4.4012×

E27
E31
E39
E50

3.8519×
0.1460×
1.9461×
3.6531×

2.3084×
1.1393×
4.9297×
3.8018×

Geometric Mean 1.6984×

2.5367×

effects. Third, we used 30 repetitions for each pairing of
a benchmark with an interpreter to get stable results; we
report the geometric mean of these repetitions, to account
for outliers.

8 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no prior work that
is directly related to the formalization and verification of
the speculative optimizations presented here. We therefore
group the related work into the three most directly related
groups of related work: (i) formalization and verification of
translators, (ii) formalization and verification of dynamic
languages, and (iii) just-in-time compiler optimizations.
8.1 Formalization and Verification of Translators
We combine the related work on compilers, just-in-time compilers, and interpreters and subsume all of them under the
label łtranslators.ž From a history perspective, the correctness of translators has been an active research area since at
least the 1980s. The topic of compiler correctness has, for
instance, been examined in the European FP2 research program ProCoS [22]. The findings of ProCoS subsequently lead
to a larger German research project called Verifix, which
examined several aspects of compiler correctness [16, 17].
In the 2000s, a group of researchers in France pioneered the
field by mechanizing correctness of an industrial-strength
C compiler [5, 30, 38, 42ś44]. In the 2010s, a mechanized
formalization and verification of ML followed [28].
In 2006, Klein and Nipkow formalized Jinja, a unified
model of a Java-like source language, virtual machine, and
compiler [26, 27]. Lochbihler later added support for interleaved execution of threads with JinjaThreads [31ś35]. In
2018, Watt mechanized the WebAssembly specification [46,
47].
In a similar vein, the verification of compile-time optimizations has received considerable attention from the research

Evaluation Results Table 1 presents speedup factors relative to a baseline interpreter: CPython 3.3.2 using switchdispatch for instruction dispatch. The PyPy3 measurements
correspond to the then (2014) most recent version: 2.1 beta
1. At present, PyPy3 is out of beta and offers a better performance profile and better compatibility with C extensions.
We evaluated our full-fledged implementation using the
following benchmarks. First, we use the following microbenchmarks from the computer language benchmarks game
[15]: binarytrees, mandelbrot, nbody, and spectralnorm. Second, we used a set of publicly available solutions to the first
50 Project Euler problems [1], where we selected programs
that show a longer than average run-time (solutions to problems no. 27, 31, 39, and 50).
The benchmarks were run on an Intel Nehalem i7-920
running at a frequency of 2.67 GHz, on Linux kernel version
3.11.0-15 and gcc version 4.6.4. To minimize perturbations
by third party systems, we took the following precautions.
First, we disabled Intel’s TurboBoost [25] feature to avoid
frequency scaling based on unknown heuristics. Second, we
used nice -n -20 to minimize operating system scheduler
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community. VellVM, for example, focused on verifying optimizations on the LLVM bitcode intermediate representation [52]. Tatlock and Lerner simplify the verification of
optimizations in verified compilers by using SMT solvers
to aid with the construction of verified translation validators [41] Prior research also focused on the formalization
verification of intermediate representations, such as Java
bytecode, without optimizations [29, 40].
In 2010, Myreen presents his work on the formalization
and verification of just-in-time compilers [36], documenting
some of the difficulties posed by self-modifying code. This
paper is most directly related prior work, but addresses a
different direction, namely, the formalization of just-in-time
compilers. Our work, however, sidesteps the intricate difficulties of JIT compilers by focusing on optimizing interpreters
instead. In 2017, Flückiger et al. investigate the correctness of
speculative optimizations with dynamic deoptimiziation [14].
Since our virtual machine interpreters can be thought of as
intermediate representations, the Inca language confirms
the finding by Flückiger et al., namely, that reasoning about
complex system interactions is a lot easier by embedding the
proper information in it. However, Ubx goes further than
Flückiger et al. by covering different data representation.
8.2

cache multiple target addresses, which is particularly relevant in highly polymorphic call sites [23, 24].
In 1996, Roemer et al. studied the performance of interpreters and found no specific evidence to identify hints [39].
In 2003, Ertl and Gregg investigated the performance of interpreters again and found evidence of the importance of
branch predictors [13]. In 2009, Brunthaler analyzed the varying performance potential of interpreter optimizations and
found that the interpreter abstraction level is the primary
performance determinant for selecting interpreter optimizations [7]. In 2010, Brunthaler investigated the use of inline
caching in a purely interpretative fashion, in contrast to its
use in just-in-time compilers, and found speedups by a factor
of up to 2 [8, 9]. In 2012, Würthinger generalized Brunthaler’s
bytecode interpreter optimizations to abstract-syntax tree interpreters [50], which subsequently became the cornerstone
for the development of the Truffle/Graal virtual machine
implementation efforts [48, 49]. In 2014, Wang et al. demonstrated the potential of combining advanced optimizations
in the R programming language and reported speedups of
up to 3.5 [45].
All prior work in this area reports important speedups,
either through dynamic code generation in a classic just-intime compiler setting, or by way of optimizing interpreters.
The exclusive focus of prior work is on improving performance, or sometimes also reducing memory footprint. The
aspect of formalization and verification, in particular to establish correctness, is notably absent.

Formalization and Verification of Dynamic
Languages

The formalization of dynamic languages in general, and JavaScript in particular, has been the subject of substantial prior
work. In 2010, 𝜆 𝐽 𝑆 presented the first executable, formal semantics of JavaScript [21]. By rewriting JavaScript surface
syntax into equivalent Scheme code, JavaScript programs
could be executed, with correctness and security guarantees
depending on the underlying Scheme system. In 2013, 𝜆𝜋
applied a similar technique to provide a formal semantics
for Python [37]. A comprehensive formalization and verification effort of JavaScript is the Coq-based project JSCert [6].
JSCert generates a verified JavaScript interpreter from its
formalization.
While a formal semantics is an indispensable prerequisite
for a correct and verified virtual machine, it addresses the
desirable performance aspect insufficiently. To attain performance, a formalization of speculative optimizations is
required, which is the key contribution of our paper.

9 Conclusion
We presented a formalization of virtual machine interpreters
for dynamically typed programming languages. Our formalization define an interpreter supporting the most representative features found and used by many virtual machine
interpreters for mainstream languages. We then methodically extend the virtual machine interpreter’s instruction
set and semantics to accommodate increasingly specialized
and optimized instruction derivatives. These incrementally
specialized derivatives eliminate much of the overhead frequently found in high abstraction-level virtual machines,
such as those used by Python or JavaScript.
The optimized instruction derivatives, in particular, first
eliminate the overhead of dynamic typing by inline caching
a prior recorded type at its place. This recorded type information is subsequently used to expand the local knowledge
of type usage in a specific region of the program, e.g., a loop,
or a basic block. Once a suitable region of known types is
determined, we can rewrite the whole sequence to eliminate
the overhead of using boxed objects by using native-machine
data representation instead.
Our formalization enables the proof of both, soundness
and completeness, for speculative optimizations. Given a

8.3 Just-in-Time Compilers & Interpreters
Aycock gives a good overview of the history of just-in-time
compilers up until the early 2000s [2]. Particularly relevant
prior work is the original work by Deutsch and Schiffman,
which introduced the seminal idea of inline caching [12].
Originally, their work on Smalltalk 80 systems considered
so-called monomorphic inline caches, i.e., inline caches that
hold at most one address. Hölzle, Chambers and Ungar subsequently extended these with so-called polymorphic inline
caches, i.e., a combination of an inline cache and a stub to
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formal semantics of a dynamic language, and a suitable intermediate representation, our formalization provides a systematic way to (i) integrate speculative optimizations, and
(ii) establish the correctness of the resulting system. We believe that our formalization provides a foundation for the
verification of industrial-strength implementations. These
implementations will benefit from our formalization’s ability
to pinpoint subtle errors and non-obvious requirements.
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